
A BIOGRAPHY OF DANIEL DEFOE AN ENGLISH NOVELIST

Daniel Defoe, (born , London, Eng.â€”died April 24, , London), English novelist, pamphleteer, and journalist, author of
Robinson Crusoe (â€“22) and .

During this time he began writing political pamphlets and, later, poetry, such as The Pacificator , a satirical
comment on the literary criticism of the age. Other works that anticipate his novelistic career include The
Family Instructor , a conduct manual on religious duty; Minutes of the Negotiations of Monsr. After his three
days in the pillory, Defoe was sent to Newgate Prison. The author may have based his narrative on the true
story of the shipwreck of the Scottish sailor Alexander Selkirk. A political biography of Daniel Defoe.
Although Defoe's The Shortest Way with the Dissenters , which ridiculed the harshness of the Church of
England, led to his arrest, the popularity of his Hymn to the Pillory indicated the favor that he had found with
the London public. We may agree in the conclusion without caring about the reason; and to have pleased all
the boys in Europe for near a hundred and fifty years is, after all, a remarkable feat. Like Moll Flanders,
Roxana juxtaposes moral homilies with titillating narrative passages. From through he engaged in trade in
London as a wholesale hosiery agent, an importer of wine and tobacco, and part owner and insurer of ships.
Though he went on to a successful career as a journalist and novelist, he was never entirely free of the stigma
of sedition and imprisonment. Defoe's next novel was Captain Singleton , amazing for its portrayal of the
redemptive power of one man's love for another. Robert Walpole â€” released him five months later and
offered him a post as a government agent. Defoe's intimate knowledge of London's underworld and of its
prisons explains the vitality and accuracy of these hastily written criminal lives. He traveled often, selling such
goods as wine and wool, but was rarely out of debt. He early thought of becoming a Presbyterian minister, and
in the s he attended the Reverend Charles Morton's famous academy near London. In , he was operating a tile
and brick factory in Tilbury, Essex. Other Major Fiction Defoe published comparatively little in because he
was hard at work on the three major books that were to appear the following year. Robinson Crusoe At the age
of fifty-nine, after a full career as businessman, government servant, political pamphleteer, and journalist,
Defoe began a career as novelist. He went bankrupt and to solve his financial problem turned to journalism.
Recommended for general historical and social background are J. Marriage to a tradesman's daughter by a
nobleman was also common.


